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giFTY QOLDEN ^EARS
Lift Eveky Voice,” Scene from Historical Pageant
A Historical Sketch of
Spelman College
Carrie L. Adams, '34
Jt is ours to recall the rocks and gravel
which made for the enrichment of this in¬
stitution. Keen moments are allotted for
thought concerning the diggers of untouched
ground—ground that was seen to he propiti¬
ous by women of vision; ground seen to
he what it was, what it is today, and what
it will be tomorrow. It is ours to recall
those women, coming to Atlanta in 1881, to
invest their lives in the interest of Negro
women’s education.
Miss Sophia Packard and Miss Harriet
Giles saw a necessity for the development of
Negro women’s education; therefore, the two
ventured toward untouched soil to invest
their lives; and so it was that, in 1881,
what was termed "The Atlanta Baptist Fe¬
male Seminary” was founded in the base¬
ment of Friendship Baptist Church, during
tin* pastorate of Father Frank Quarles.
This school in the basement, and later in the
itld army hospital, "Union Hall,” often
lacked funds, yet it never lacked the neces¬
sary courage which Miss Packard and Miss
Giles had in undertaking this work and the
perseverance to carry through.
It was through the liberality of Northern
Baptists that it was made possible for such
characters to come south and to render serv¬
ice, not only for colored people, but for the
entire American civilization.
With the talent of these two women to
plan here, with their ability to execute their
plans, and with the ideas of the two com¬
bined, a high and noble character was im¬
parted to the institution. Their tactfulness
drew to them the interest of others. In
places, their dynamic personalities were so
forceful that they tore down racial prejudice,
so that in time they could speak to white
groups in white churches in the interest of
Negro education. The growing interest
spread. The number of people who Avere
willing to invest interest and funds spread
slowly in the South, hut indeed rapidly in
the North.
With eleven students as their first ma¬
terial, they began the investment. As time
came on the school grew, the number of
students increased, and the course of study
became more extensive; other people’s inter¬
ests in this broader education grew and
spread, so that what was The Atlanta Bap¬
tist Female Seminary, through the active in¬
terest of the Spelman-Roekefeller family, be¬
came Spelman Seminary in 1883. Gifts from
this family made possible a number of col¬
lege halls, including the administration
building, which bears the name of Rocke-
(Continued to Page 3)
Founders Day Sermon
On Wednesday afternoon of April 11,
1931, when the academic procession of fac¬
ulty, visitors and delegates to the Fiftieth
Anniversary exercises had filed into Sisters
Chapel to Verdi’s Triumphant March (from
Aida), the Spelman Glee Club sang 0 Be-
deemer Divine, folloAved by scripture reading
by President Harvey W. Cox of Emory Uni¬
versity. After the hymn, God the Omnipo¬
tent, President Read introduced Dr. Julian
Lewis, Assistant Professor of Pathology of
the University of Chicago, who delivered the
educational address of the afternoon. Doctor
Lewis has received degrees of Doctor of Med¬
icine and Doctor of Philosophy from Chi¬
cago University, and his work proves him
one of the ablest Negro scientists. In dis¬
cussing Basic Elements of an Education,
Doctor Lewis named three attributes of an
education: intellectuality, social training, and
spiritual values. The first attribute has to do
with knowing about the world’s accumulated
experiences and facts and knowing how to
use knowledge to avoid fumbles, and to make
short cuts to success.
Social training has to do with doing. Col¬
lege teaches that people cannot live alone.
This training is reflected in the modern
inclination to help the unfortunate and to
remove causes of failure.
Intellectuality and social training satisfy
man’s contact with the outer world. The
spiritual value has to do with character and
inner life. It is a satisfaction when man is
alone with himself.
The problem of finding a type of educa¬
tion that will be both cultural and occupa¬
tional may he solved in one way by agricul¬
ture, since it is related to many cultural
studies as chemistry, banking, commerce, and
others. College makes clear similar relation¬
ships between other studies and life so that
culture and occupation may blend in edu¬
cation.
Following a hymn, and prayer by Rev.
K. R. Carter of Friendship Baptist Church,
with the Spiritual, O Seek and Ye Shall
Find. President Read introduced Mr. Jack-
son Davis of the General Education Board
for an address on The Negro Woman in the
Schoolroom. lie spoke of the way tin* bless¬
ings of education have spread from centers
of light, such as Spelman, out into the back
woods and reminded his audience that of the
48,000 public school teachers in the Southern
States, the great majority of teachers in the
Negro schools are women. He spoke of the
(Continued to Page 3)
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Editorial
The editorial which had been prepared for
this issue lias given place to Miss Dockett’s
number on the Student Program of College
Morning which she submits at the request of
numbers of students.—Assistant Editor-in-
Chief.
A Student Looks at College
Mabel Dockett, ’31
Students like to wear college rings, like
to write letters on college paper, and some
even paste college stickers on the backs of
their raincoats. All this is done because they
wish to be identified as college students.
When friends receive letters bearing the col¬
lege seal they have high regard for the col¬
lege student and say with pride, “I have a
letter from a college friend.” Since students
are held up as rather accomplished individ¬
uals and like to be called college students,
the question that comes to my mind is—
Why did we come to college ? Is it because of
the sociological value which makes one feel
an undue amount of importance? Is it the
desire for social approval? Do we go to
college like Topsy, with a mind like Topsy?
“I just growed.” I am here because I am
here, or is our object the developing of the
reasoning faculties, the enlarging of the
mind, the cultivation of high morals, and the
formation of right habits of reflection and
correct action?
College is not a place for idleness and
frivolity. It is not a place of escape from
the humdrum of the town Ave came from in
order to have a dignified way of spending
the winter. College is a place where men
and women are trained, who are to rise above
the ranks. It is an arena for intellectual
wrestling. A place where the soul is to prac¬
tice its athletics. It is a place where young
people are to come to grips with themselves
and with red-blooded social and political
problems of their own day. Here truth is
to be sought and won at whatever cost of
personal comfort, or of previously cherished
creed. Every student who is now out in the
world, in the thick of the battle, knows very
well that it is not enough that he should carry
away with him from campus and hall merely
the memory of a ‘‘good time”; such a mem¬
ory, no doubt, is a luxury; but he knows
that he should have gone forth from college
laden also with a store of such genuine men¬
tal and spiritual wealth as would give dig¬
nity, charm, and authority to his later life.
In this routine of college life, two funda¬
mental questions come to my mind. The first
is 1 what demands have I a right to make of
my college? Second, what demands has my
college a right to make of me?
One of my demands is that college teach
me how to think rather than what to think.
My mental faculties should be so developed
that when problems that I have not met
within the limits of the college walls face me,
I shall be able to tackle them and to give the
right response. In this act of reflective
thinking, five steps are to be employed. They
are the problem, the location, the suggestive
solution, the development of the bearing of
the most promising solution, and the proof.
Suppose you entered your house at night and
heai’d a strange noise. There you would have
a problem. You would first try to locate the
noise; then you make suggestions as to what
it might be. You might say it is a rat or a
burglar. Then, because it is a windy night,
you might conclude that the window shade
is beating against the window. To prove all
this you tip upstairs, push the electric button
and discover that it is actually the wind.
Thinking involves the combination of bold¬
ness in thought and action. One can never
expect to be great unless he has both action
and thought. Great men are rare because
this combination is rare.
Another thing that I should demand of my
college is that I become acquainted with the
fundamental motives and purposes and be¬
liefs which, clearly or unclearly recognized,
underlie all human experience and bind it
together. I must perceive the moral striv¬
ings, the intellectual endeavors, and the aes¬
thetic experiences of the human race. To give
this information is the business of thorough
courses in history, not political merely, but
history of anything and everything that
records human effort and conquest. We learn
what types of activity have stood the test;
we acquire standards of the excellent and
durable. A world ever-new means ever-new
problems. The most profound contribution
that experience gives to maturity is a world
view and a historical perspective. It is that
which we are now seeking, which makes itself
known within us as restlessness and dissatis¬
faction. The fine arts should give me rare
experiences and develop me along the line
of finished appreciation. While in college,
getting what is called “Culture” by means of
deeper acquaintance with theories and books,
hearing and discussing expositions of their
(Continued to Page 4)
The History of Spelman
College in Pageant
Ida Louise Miller, ’33
The pageant which was presented in Sis¬
ters Chapel on Saturday evening, April 11,
portrayed the history of Spelman College
very successfully. Spirituals sung by the
pageant choir and interpretations by a chore-
graphic group made the dialogue matter
vivid and personal to the audience and gave
to words uttered long ago something of their
original warmth.
The division into episodes was a very ef¬
fective treatment. The first episode, opening
with Chaos to Order, interpreted by the
choregraphic group and treating the found¬
ing and early days of the college, ended with
an exuberant Jubilee by the chair. The sec¬
ond episode, opening with I’m Troubled in
My Mind, sung by Margaret Johnson and
interpreted by Josephine Harreld, portrayed
the dark time when it seemed impossible for
the school to continue because of lack of
funds, and the exultation and renewed
strength when Mr. John D. Rockefeller saved
the situation. This episode showed how in
Spelman’s history Hope and Hardship
walked together, and Hope Avas always the
stronger.
The third episode shoAved Iioav far Spel¬
man has spread her influence. The first com¬
mencement in Sisters Chapel Avas reproduced
in this episode. The fourth episode, which
portrayed the present Spelman, achieving,
groAving, and hoping, ended Avith the Negro
National Anthem. The Anthem Avas sung by
the choir and interpreted by the chore-
graphic group, ending AA’ith a prayer. The
pageant seemed to reneAv the deep knoAA’ledge
that our dreams and hopes are AA’ith us al-
Avays and that because of them Ave will al-
AA'ays go on. And each generation will have
a cup filled to OATerfloA\’ing, drink deeply,
and pass the cup—still filled—to those aaIio
are coming after in the eagerness for truth.
For ahvays—“seeking is finding”.
The cast for the pageant included students
from Morehouse and Spelman Colleges and
an alumna from Spelman’s earliest days,
Miss Clara HoAvard.
Cast: Miss Packard, Millie Dobbs; Miss
Giles, Naomah Williams; Miss Upton, Ida
Miller; Miss Tapley, Margaret Johnson;
Mrs. J. D. Rockefeller, Mildred Moore; Mr.
J. D. Rockefeller, Boynton Milton; Mrs.
Lucy Spelman, Oteele Nichols; Miss Lucy
Spelman, Clara Stanton; Dr. Abbott, Fred¬
erick Maise; Father Quarles, Frank Quarles
Johnson; Dr. Shaver, HoA\yard MeElrath;
Dr. W. J. White, George Marshall; Dr.
George DAA-elle, D. Minor Coke; Rev. C. 0.
Jones, James Colson; Rev. J. M. Jones,
M. B. Coppage; Reverend Tillman, HoAArard
MeElrath; Missionary, Miss Clara HoAvard;
School Teacher, Mrs. Lillian Dixon Edwards.
The Pageant Choir: Bessie Mayle, Mabel
Hillman, Lindie Harris, Frances LaAA7son,
Curtis Miller, Sylvia McMillon, Evelyn Pitt¬
man, Mercedes PoAvell, Mary Smith, J. W.
Miles, B. E. Black, Francis Long, Reginald
Hunt, E. G. Barksdale, L. D. Southerland,
and B. J. Davis.
(Continued to Page 6)
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Left: Harriet Giles. Principal of Spelman Seminary, 1891-1909.
Bight: Sophia Packard, Co-Principal with Miss Giles, 1881-1891.
Historical Sketch
(Continued from Page 1)
feller Hall, and in which we are now as¬
sembled; Laura Spelman-Rockefeller Me¬
morial Hall, which houses the excellent home
economics laboratories, and Sisters Chapel,
a memorial to Mrs. Rockefeller and her
sister, Miss Lucy Spelman. The largest ad¬
dition of buildings was made during the
years of service of President Lucy Hale
Taplev, whose entire service to Spelman
covered a period of thirty-seven years. The
large increase of property and buildings and
the pushing of requirements to higher and
higher standards, which President Taplev
mothered, led to one of her high goals, the
college idea. The crowning event of her
long period of invested effort was the dedi¬
cation service of Sisters Chapel on May 19.
1927. So she, too, is enshrined in the
thousands of hearts that she has touched.
As the plant, a college now, continued to
grow and wax strong there came, in the
year 1927, a new gardener to invest fresh
effort, in the person of Miss Florence Ma¬
tilda Read, who had just the experience for
handling large affairs and who was fitted
for the directing of the expanding growth
of Spelman; and so it is that the present
Spelman has come. Through the tireless ef¬
forts and unceasing devotion of its four
gardeners and with the character and person¬
ality of its present one, much fruit is con¬
ceivable; fruit from larger and stronger
branches, which contain the purer substance
of their roots.
Let us for a few moments review the
character of the school. A collection of old
frame buildings, surrounded by bare clay
and gullies, overgrown with weeds, has given
place to a beautifully landscaped campus,
verdant with grass and trees and studded
with stately brick buildings, ivy-grown, a
veritable bower id' beauty; and yet the out¬
ward visible Spelman, but typifies the work
within. Education, intelligence, culture, and
Christianity are her branches, growing daily
for the replacement of ignorance and thrift¬
lessness of slavery days.
Spelman College, the pioneer institution
for Negro women’s education, has grown
larger than her buildings; more extensive
than her acres of land, and broader than her
curriculum: she is positive and all persuasive
in spiritual atmosphere. It is for us at this
love feast to maintain and continue to show
forth the crowning glory of its Christian
character: for it was through its character
and initial success that it attracted large
gifts from many friends—an institution
which has for its purpose the development
of Christian character and talent in women.
Stint not yourselves in giving way to re¬
joicing over the self-denying devotion to
this service; for this is my challenge to those
who already know and to those who are
coming to know.
The spirit, character, method and aim of
Spelman have influenced thousands of in¬
dividuals. Students trained here have gone
to live out the influence of the college. As
time goes on she will exercise her influence
still more potently. She is the opener of
the eyes of thousands; she has brought many
into a different state of mind and heart.
In these fifty years she has granted 1,483
diplomas and degrees; the number of persons
receiving more than one degree, 1(i8; de¬
ceased, 127. This leaves a total number liv¬
ing of 1,130. From a recent study of the
activities of her graduates, out of 070
alumnae who returned questionnaires, 225
were engaged in teaching, 07 had given up
teaching to care for their homes. Some taught
for a while before going into other fields,
others were engaged in study, nursing, pub¬
lic health work, business, social service
circles, practice of medicine or in missionary
work. Twelve graduates have served as mis¬
sionaries in Africa, five being at present in
that work.
And so you see that Spelman has grown
and is still growing. Her investment in
buildings and money is growing bigger; her
standards and ideals are higher and her hope
for the future is promising.
She is an important factor, sprung from
soil cultivated by the hands of noble woman
kind. Her daughters have gone forth as
Christian sowers of seed into homes,
churches, secondary schools, social work, as
missionaries, temperance reformers, and foes
of vice in every form. As you proceed with
the events of this occasion, think to your¬
selves and rejoice in having met with such
a degree of success toward the furtherance
of knowledge, towards freer, finer woman
hood, and toward a higher civilization.
Founders Day
(Continued from Page 1)
origin of the Jeanes Fund in the gift of a
little Quaker woman and of the Slater Fund,
which funds have together met great needs
where the means of supporting schools and
providing trained teachers were lacking. It
was a brief but pointed account of the large
and valuable service that Negro women are
giving to the cause of education.
After the audience had sung Fair Spel-
man, the song written by the Rev. S. F.
Smith, author of America, to which Marjorie
Stewart, ’32, has composed music, President
Read introduced the following delegates and
guests who gave greetings on the occasion:
Mrs. George Caleb Moor, President of the
A\ Oman’s American Baptist Home Mission
Society, for that society; Rev. James M.
Nabrit, for the Negro Baptists of Georgia;
Rev. Louie D. Newton of Druid Hills Baptist
( hurch, for the white Baptists of Georgia;
Dr. E. C. Herrick, President of Newton
Theological Institution, for the Northern
Baptists; for sister institutions, Dr. James
R. McCain, President of Agnes Scott College,
and Dr. John M. Hope, President of More¬
house College and Atlanta University.
The Magnificat, by Walter Keller, was a
beautiful number by the Morehouse-Spelman
Chorus following the third greeting.
Following the spiritual, Fm Going Down
to the River of Jordan, and the Negro Na¬
tional Anthem, the benediction was pro¬
nounced by President Franklin H. Clapp,
Gammon Theological Seminary.
Other institutions were represented by the
following delegates: President II. Couneill
Trenholm, Alabama State Teachers College;
President J. F. Drake, A. and M. Institute,
Normal, Ala.; President John B. Watson,
Arkansas State College; Forrester Wash¬
ington, Director Atlanta School of Social
Work; Will W. Alexander, Berea College;
John Hope, Brown University; Presi¬
dent J. H. Hudson, Central City College;
President M. S. Davage, Clarke University;
Louis H. Beall, Denison University; Charles
I). McKinney, Hampton-Sidney College;
Mrs. B. B. Dansby, Jackson College; Presi¬
dent II. L. McC’rorey, Johnson C. Smith
University; S. II. Archer, Morehouse Col¬
lege; President W illiam A. Fountain, Morris
Brown University; Mary Welles Clapp,
Mount Holyoke College; William Franklin
(Continued to Page 4)
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Lucy Hale Tapley
President of Spelman Seminary and
Spelman College, 1910-1927
Founders Day
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Collar, Purdue University; Mrs. Percy R.
Baker, Stanford University; Ralph E.
Wager, Syracuse University; Dean Wilhel-
mina Kurrelmeyer, Tougaloo College; Har¬
riot J. Leslie, University of Chicago; Evelyn
Brannon, University of New Hampshire;
Major Harvard C. Moore, University of
Oregon; A. E. Greenwood, University of
Wisconsin; Dean Sage, Yale University;
Frank A. Smith, American Baptist Home
Mission Society; William B. Lipphard, As¬
sociate Editor of Missions', Mrs. Alice Cole¬
man. Trustee of Spelman; Mrs. Katherine
S. Westfall, Executive Secretary of the
Woman’s American Baptist Home Mission
Society; Mrs. Reynolds; Mr. William Trav¬
ers Jerome, Jr., Trustee of Spelman; Mr.
Dean Sage, President of the Board of
Trustees of Atlanta University; Mr. Arnett,
President of the Board of Trustees of Spel¬
man; Dean George Johnson, Lincoln Uni¬
versity; Flemmis P. Kittrell, Director of
Home Economics, Bennett College; Principal
J. E. Blanton, Yoorhees N. and I. School.
Amateur Night!
May 16, 1931, Howe Memorial Hall, a
college event with unusual entertainment.
I ECONOMY DELICATESSEN j
233 Auburn Ave., N. E.
The Place where all Students meet
TRY OUR FAMOUS '
Sandwiches for 10c |
Cold Plates 25c f
A Student Looks at College
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contents and significance, 1 ought to get also
a deeper acquaintance by direct contact with
fellow-men and with life as it is actually
lived. I should participate in life as party
of the first part, rather than as a mere
listener to talk about it. In so doing I shall
gain poise, self-control, self-reliance, and a
keen sense of values. 1 should become ac¬
quainted with those concerted modes of pro¬
cedure hy which I work with people. I should
also be able to understand my fellow work¬
ers’ individual and diverse problems as they
arise in the incessant interplay of life.
There is one art that should be the first
concern of every college, that is the art of
living. The justification for a college is that
it preserves the connection between knowl¬
edge and the zest of life, by uniting the
young and old in the imaginative considera¬
tion of learning. At least, that is the func¬
tion it. should perform for society. A college
which fails in this respect has no reason for
existence. The atmosphere of excitement,
arising from imaginative consideration, trans¬
forms knowledge. A fact is no longer a bare
fact; it is no longer a burden to the mem¬
ory; it is as energizing “as the poet of our
dreams and the architect of our purpose”.
The greatest example of all in the art of
living enjoins me to meet the harsh demands
of necessity. We come to college from a so¬
cial environment, bringing with us a social
heritage; and we live, whether we will or no,
in social relationships. If education has not
given us knowledge of some basic principles
and some of the needed graces of social liv¬
ing, it has failed in one of its most impor¬
tant functions.
College ought to start me off in the de¬
velopment of a philosophy of life. I should
get a clear idea as to what I am trying to
get at. I should discover my relationship to
people and should he able to adjust myself to
society. I should early discover the meaning
of life, my purpose for seeking a goal, and
should he exposed incessantly to questions
on the what and why of things. When the
serpent gave Eve the apple and she did eat,
the desire to know the unknowable was im¬
planted in the mind of man. We question
because we are trying to build up a satisfy¬
ing philosophy of life. An institution should
be provided with understanding, sympathetic
and patient teachers, who not only know
their subject matter but are acquainted with
their individual field.
College should help me to develop' a sense
of personal, moral i esponsibilitv of the ma¬
jor tasks of my generation. It is said that
the Woman empire failed because of the
decline in the sense of personal, moral ie-
sponsibilitv for the life of the empire. Mv
college education should not make me feel
that as an individual 1 am responsible only
to myself.
What demands has my college a right to
make of me?
It should demand that I be an independ¬
ent, courageous, honest thinker within the
limitations of my several abilities. Every
student is a dynamic, creative center of in¬
finite world force. If he can only conceive
that fact, make it live and act in bis expe¬
rience, the earth and the fullness thereof is
bis for the taking. The advertiser depends
upon his propaganda of education to get
action on his goods and he succeeds. College
experts are depending upon the process of
scientific education to produce characters
who are capable of changing and improving
the civic and social life.
College demands also that my sense of
values shall he so soundly developed that, as
I increase in maturing experience, there may
be a corresponding maturity in my moral
judgment. Education means nothing unless
it helps one to see life steadily and see it
whole, helps us to distinguish every change
of the traffic lights, to obey them exactly,
to move calmly when the lights change, and
move in the right direction.
The college also demands that I be loyal
to the ideals to which my college is com¬
mitted, to the end that it may depend upon
me to give it my unqualified support to the
full limit of my ability, with my personal
interest and my funds.
Then I would be loyal to my finest selt,
which is the greatset of all demands.
A million dollars in buildings and endow¬
ment, the services of a score of trained teach¬
ers, of another score of trained administra¬
tors, the fellowship of hundreds of alumni,
fellow-students, and younger brothers and
sisters who will follow in years to come, the
name and fame, the tradition and influence
of this ancient seat of learning; the rich
varied physical intellectual and social life
among ourselves, all are freely ours on the
single condition that we use them for our
own good and to the harm of no one else.
IT’S EASY TO
SHOP AT
The West End 10-25/-$! Store
(Gordon Street, Near Lee)
Where you find
Hundreds of Necessities at Your Convenience
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Old Grads Get Together
Sa.m.mvk Puller, ’32
Louise: Why Ruth Rine! How are you?
I am so very glad to see you. Come in and
"it down; it seems like old times seeing you
after all these years.
Ruth: Yes, and you know I am more
than glad to see you; you are the same little
Louise Fulton. So you are hack at Spelman!
It must seem rather strange being here now
since there are so many wonderful changes?
Louise: You are right; it doesn’t seem
like the same place that you and 1 knew
when we were in the grades at Giles Hall and
in high school. It is great being here now.
Ruth: It must be! But you know we had
some good times during those days of
“Bible”, “rubbers”, “bells”, and marching
in lines.
Louise: Indeed we did; don’t forget the
five o’clock laundry mornings, ‘letter in¬
spection”, and twenty-minute social calls.
Ruth: Do you ever see Miss Howard?
Louise: Yes. She is the same dear Miss
Howard with her “Shull! shuh! I knew
that all the time" and “Cleanliness is next to
godliness." You know Miss Guest is still
here ?
Ruth: Is she? Wasn’t she nice with her
“S;iy, excuse me, Please remember, and
Eventually, why not now?" Where is Miss
IHckinson?
Louise: She is here, too. Do you re¬
member how glad we were when she said
“That is sufficient; you may be seated”?
I hen there was Miss Parsons whom all the
girls loved. Can’t you hear her saying, “A
voice ever gentle, soft and low, is an ex¬
cellent quality in womanhood and Quietness
is the mark of a lady?”
Ruth: I wonder if you remember Miss
Suiter ? She used to say “Have self-control.
He that controlleth himself is a greater gen¬
eral than he that taketli a city.”
Louise: But weren't we glad when we
would hear Miss Tapley say, “The twenty-
lir>t of May is Commencement day”?
Ruth: 1 should say we were glad. Those
were pleasant days, days that I shall never
forget. Well, I must go now, but I shall
be back in a few days. I am anxious to hear
about your present college life.
Louise: You must come back; there is so
much to tell you. I am looking forward to
your return. Good-bye.
Spelman College—To Grow
Or Not to Grow
Alpha Talley, ’33
Who knows whether this date, April 11,
1931, is the half-way mark, the climax, or
the mere beginning of the work of a class A
college, as well as the fiftieth anniversary?
During this season of the celebration of Spel-
man’s Golden Jubilee, it might be interesting
to consider such questions as these. Is Spel¬
man College an asset to society, or a liabil¬
ity, an understanding friend to young
women, or merely a peculiar discipline? Just
what does Spelman mean to the Negro race,
and what have been the fundamental ideas
and principles which she has fostered
throughout the years?
Students within the last decade have seen
innumerable changes—changes in social priv¬
ileges, in the curriculum, in the attitude of
both students and teachers toward each other
and toward the College, changes in external
appearance of the campus, in the dining
room, and, of course, changes in the manner
of dressing. In all these changes, one out¬
standing feature of the college remains the
same, the principle of training girls to be
useful Christian, women in a great, growing
civilization.
The manner in which this training is re¬
ceived is not mechanical, nor consciously rec¬
ognized. It becomes a part of the average
Spelman girl before she is aware of it. Some¬
one has said that it is not complimentary to
be pointed out as an alumna of any certain
institution. I know nothing of which a Spel¬
man girl should feel prouder than to hear
some one say, “I’ll wager that she is a Spel¬
man girl”. What daughter of Vassal- or
Wellesley would feel ashamed to be pointed
out as an alumna of her particular college?
No, she would glory in the fact that she de¬
serves such a distinct recognition. Should we
not feel proud of a school that has turned
out many hundreds of graduates since 1881?
The majority of them have helped to uplift
society in some way, whether as missionaries,
social service workers, presidents or deans
of women’s colleges, teachers, demonstrators,
or good mothers, which is the noblest of all
careers. Each little corner into which a true
Spelman girl sheds a little light by her gentle
refinement, culture and high ideals has been
made brighter and more cheerful. Recently,
Mrs. White, Dean of Women of Virginia
State College, visited our campus and gave
an interesting account of how the impres¬
sions of Spelman College upon another per¬
son had affected her. She said she had im¬
ages of Spelman as an ideal College for
young women and that she had tried to create
a similar atmosphere in her school when she
became a teacher. Now, since she has seen
present-day Spelman, she is more determined
than ever to continue her purpose. Mrs.
White is only one example of people who
are not connected with the institution, but
who have received lasting impressions con¬
cerning tin* work of the school. She is not
ashamed of Spelman nor of any of its influ¬
ence that flowed to her, but marvels at its
accomplishments. Philanthropists and other
people who see the value of the work being
done at Spelman are not ashamed of it. Then
why should we blush to be spotted out ? The
training of a school which so stamps a girl
as to identify her, is desirable, because we go
to a good school to become moulded and
fitted for the emergencies of life. If we
apply ourselves, this training becomes ab¬
sorbed and it is thus a part of ourselves. To
bieak away would be uprooting and injuring
irreparably one’s personal self. A person
might as well take a college course through
the mail if he doesn’t intend to assimilate
college life.
The old debatable question might arise—
are women’s colleges more or less desirable
than co-ed colleges? There are good points
found on each side. Concerning the prefer¬
ence for women’s colleges, though, it seems
that a girl who desires to be neat and at¬
tractive, poised and refined, will practice
these qualities wherever she is, in the pres¬
ence of, or in the absence of the opposite
sex. She will have sex appeal if she tries
to make herself pleasant and attractive to
her friends, whether they be women or men.
Furthermore, sex should not be the sole mo¬
tive in life, for it is only one of the many
urges of man. It must be controlled and
guided into noble channels by the means of
correct thinking and acting. Some say that
there is a greater stimulus to excel in study¬
ing when the class is composed of both sexes.
Records of graduates from co-ed schools do
not show any higher score or greater achieve¬
ments than those of students of separate
schools.
A school like Spelman, provided for
women, affords special privileges and atten¬
tion to women which can not possibly be
attained in a mixed school. Some one has
said that women will always need women.
This seems practical, because there are prob¬
lems peculiar to women which can be solved
more easily among women. Spelman’s faculty
has always been composed of honest Chris¬
tian women who have labored hard to direct
girls in the right way. I have known hall
matrons and teachers who have wept bitterly
for a stubborn girl and who have sacrificed
pleasures and personal feelings for the im¬
provement and development of Negro girls.
Spelman rules were never intended to be
a discipline as some puritanical officer, deaf
to the spontaneous gaiety of youth, bent to
control with vise-like force, but they are
wholesome challenges, suggestions and de¬
vices. Each year greater opportunity is given
to the students for self expression through
the medium of organizations. The Student
Council is a fine representation of the inti¬
macy between faculty and student opinions.
President Read, herself, presides over these
meetings and there is heart-felt talk between
her and the girls. Increasing efforts are made
to reach a Spelman Utopia, that is, a time
when girls here will do right because they
will respect personality too much to infringe
upon the rights and happiness of others. Any
race should feel proud of a school that has
such aims in view, for what is the purpose
of all this college training but to enable one
to adjust himself in the crises of life and to
get along peacefully and agreeably with hi>
fellow man.
(Continued on Page 12)
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Spelman Daughters
Willik J. Doims, ’31
A college is judged primarily by its gradu-
iitt's. The students have their share in the
shaping <>t' the school’s destiny in its pro¬
gress and its accomplishments hut they are
only preparin'; themselves and getting for
their development all the college has to offer.
It is, however, when they have graduated—
have gone out into the numerous fields of
endeavor and have established themselves as
achieving personalities, outstanding for
their various accomplishments and their in¬
estimable services to mankind—that a repu¬
tation for the school is established.
With this fact in mind it is fitting that
we, as students, pause at this point in our
celebration of our fiftieth anniversary to
consider, to build up a greater appreciation
for, and to pay tribute to, the Spelman
Daughters who have gone out from this
school, spreading the name, the ideals, and
the spirit of Spelman in their lives and
work.
A survey of Spelman graduate activities
shows Spelman Daughters to he engaged in
active work and service of various kinds in
thirteen different fields, namely, education,
librarianship, secretarial, business and social
work, national offices in fraternal orders,
presidents of state organizations, officers of
national organizations, music, hospital,
health, newspaper work, and religious,work.
It would he impossible for me to tell
you this morning of the many things Spel¬
man Daughters are doing all over the United
States—wielding their influences over and
helping those in whose midst they are work¬
ing. But
As a member of the Spelman College
Community and, more specifically as a mem¬
ber of Spelman College student body, I
speak this morning to pay tribute and to
sing praises to the many Spelman Daughters
who are actively perpetuating, through serv¬
ice, the aims and ideals of their Alma Mater.
I am sure that if all of them had anything
of encouragement to say to us who will at
different times he joining their ranks—it
would he to carry on despite the many dif¬
ficulties that we might encounter—their ad¬
vices I should think would he much the same
in thought as one of our modem poets,
Langston Hughes, has a mother, in one of
his poems, give to her son; when she says:
Well, son, I’ll tell you—
Life for me ain’t been no crystal stair.
It’s had tacks in it,
An’ splinters,
An’ boards torn up,
An’ places with no carpet on the floor,
Bare.




An’ sometimes a’going in the dark
Where there ain’t been no light.
So, hoy, don’t you turn back;
Don’t you set down on the steps,
Cause you find it kinda hard,
Cause Use still goin’, honey;
Use still climbin’,
An’ life for me
Ain’t been no crystal stair.
Alumnae Program
Fanny Smith, ’33
Like a homecoming of some long-separated
and devoted family was the atmosphere that
pervaded Howe Memorial Hall, Friday eve¬
ning, April 10, 1931, when the Alumnae had
their meeting.
Exclamations of delight at seeing some old
classmate or friend was the feature of the
evening before the program began. After
many hearty handclasps, embraces, and many
questions, these newly reunited Spelman
daughters turned their interest to a most in¬
spiring program, which was under the direc¬
tion of Mrs. Harreld, of the Alumnae Asso¬
ciation.
The program opened with the singing of
Fair Spelman, written by Rev. S. F. Smith,
author of America, and set to music hv Mar¬
jorie Stewart, ’32.
The audience willingly allowed their imag¬
ination to be carried to a gallery of living
pictures, which represented Spelman’s sweet
girl graduates from the dawn of its history
to the last graduation.
An interesting and lively account of the
early days and of Miss Packard was told by
Mrs. Sarah Lay Knight, the lone survivor of
the first eleven pupils to enter Spelman
Seminary.
The beautiful account of the days of Miss
Giles was charmingly told by Mrs. Hattie
Rutherford Watson, who made the audience
feel that Spelman had a romantic back¬
ground as well as a spiritual and intellectual
one, for Mrs. Watson holds the unique dis¬
tinction of being the only Spelman girl to
he married in Reynolds Cottage.
The days of Miss Tapley, as told by Mrs.
Whitted, led many of us back to cherished
reminiscences of one whom we all hold dear.
Miss Julia Pate cleverly told us of many
things of our own Miss Read, which won the
hearts of all.
Two Daughters of Spelman, a prize essay,
was read by Josephine Harreld, a Spelman
granddaughter.
To add more pleasure to the already over¬
joyed audience, Mrs. 0. L. Barbour sang a
solo.
In the most striking and gracious manner
was Miss Read presented with a Spelman
birthday cake, by Mrs. S. F. Brown, super¬
visor of the Coweta County Schools, and
with a gorgeous hunch of roses by Mrs.
Charles Wardlaw in behalf of the Atlanta
Spelman Club.
T he Spelman College
Nursery School
Zolmk Mu: Martin, ’31
On Friday evening, April 3rd, the staff
of the Spelman College Nursery School had
ils third meeting of the year with the purents
in the Home Economics Buidling. These
meetings are held in order that parents may
have an opportunity to talk over problems
which they may wish to discuss with the
teachers.
Miss Pearlie E. Reed, Director of the
Nursery School, conducted the meeting which
was opened by responsive reading of the Ten
Commandments for Parents, by Paul Pitt¬
man. Following the leadings Eilean Shearer,
student in the Department of Child Care
and Training, played a beautiful piano solo.
Doctor Kelley, school physician, gave an
informal talk on Preventive Diseases, out¬
lining the history of diphtheria from the
middle ages to the present time, emphasizing
how little the people knew about the disease
in the earlier days and the discoveries that
have aided modern physicians in preventive
measures. He closed by impressing upon the
minds of those present the truthfulness of
the old adage, An ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure.
Miss Margaret Johnson, another student in
the class in Child Care and Training, spoke
on Training the Child for Responsibility. She
stressed the importance of the child’s acquir¬
ing good habits in early life, since habit
formation forms the basis of all character-
building that is to follow.
The parents were given an opportunity to
ask the speakers questions, the answers to
which gave helpful, suggestive solutions to
their child-care problems.
At the close of the program lunch was
served in cafeteria style. The lunch was pre¬
pared by the Meal Planning and Serving
Class of the College Food Department, with
Miss Watson, dietitian for the Nursery
School, in charge.
Pageant
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The choregraphic Group: Lillian Peck,
Jean Taylor, Florence Warwick, Willie
Dobbs, Josephine Harreld, Carol Blanton,
and Alma Long.
Native Mothers: Edna Douthard, Rubye
Sampson, Malissa Varner, Margery Wheeler,
Augusta Johnson, and Marjorie Stewart.
Rural School: Lucille Dillon, Frankie
Thomas, Willa Mae Thomas, Lillian Tolen,
Philip Davis, and Griffith Davis.
Nativity Tableau: Welcome Lee, Giles
Baugh, Juanita Jernigan, and Ella Murray.
College Freshmen: Clara Haywood, Mary
Reddick, Carrie Adams, Virginia Hannon,
Jule Clayton, Theodis Weston, Melbahu Bry¬
ant, Wilhelmina Harris, Wilhelmina Bed-
good, and Mattie Bourke.
College Seniors: Jewel Woodard, Helen
Thomas, Lucia Griffin, Mary DuBose,
Frances Callier, Magnolia Dixon, Mabel
Dockett, Florence Morrison, and Elnora
James.
KELLY’S STUDIO
Now is the time to have your
commencement photographs made.
See Us Noic Before Your Worries Beg n
KELLY'S STUDIO
Phone Wa. 9 751 239 Auburn Ave.
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Clubs
Juanita V. Jernigan, ’32
When Spelman Seminary became a col¬
lege, June 1, 1924, the young women who
had been taking courses at Morehouse Col¬
lege and had been members of the clubs
there made plans for similar organizations
at Spelman. Accordingly, in the fall of the
same year the students returned ready to
organize clubs and to sponsor their own
student paper. The Press Club was organized
October 8, 1924, for the purpose of giving
financial management and direction to the
composition and editing of a student paper.
On November 12 of the same year some
members of the Press Club, with Estelle
Bailey as president, in order to give more
opportunity for literary expression, organ¬
ized a literary society which was sponsored
by Miss Winifred .). Dunbrach in 1924-26
and by Miss Elizabeth P. Lyons in 1926-27.
The committee on constitution submitted
their report on February 2, 1925. It was
debated, revised and accepted. In naming the
organization it was the decision of the so¬
ciety to combine the names of two women,
one from the old and one from the new gen¬
eration of Negro women writers; accord¬
ingly, the name Wheatley-Fauset was chosen
for the society.
In th(‘ spring of 1925, on the suggestion
of the nominating committee, the society
voted that, because of the small number of
members and the uncertainty of their return
in the fall, they defer the election of officers
until the opening of the next college year.
Following the example of the Morehouse
Literary Club, the Wheatley-Fauset Literary
Society assumed the sponsorship of the
Emancipation Day celebration.
The society, in 1927, with Dorothy Rob¬
erts as President, wished to give more stu¬
dents an opportunity to take part in the
programs which could be only an hour in
length; therefore, they voted to divide the
society into two clubs, one for the study and
practice of story-telling and the other for
study and practice in debating. Mary Dunn
was temporary president of the story-telling
club and Willie Barnett, of the debating club.
The main society mothered the two clubs
during the year 1927-28, advised by Miss
Mae Neptune. At a meeting of the literary
club on November 14, 1927, when the pro¬
gram did not materialize, the adviser gave
an improptu lecture, which every girl re¬
members, on how to organize different kinds
of material and on how to listen intelli¬
gently to public speakers. By spring the
clubs had grown in membership and had ac¬
complished so much in their studies of story¬
telling and debate and in the giving of public
programs that the constitution of the main
club was rewritten in separate constitutions,
suited to each of the two clubs. The original
society still lives in its daughters, the Wheat-
ley-Fauset Story-Telling and Debating
Clubs.
These clubs could not have done so much
valuable work but for their devoted advisers,
who have been, for the story-telling club:
1928-29, Miss Lillie Roudabush; 1929-30,
Mis. Mary Juola Haga; 1931, Miss Sonya
Krutehkoff. For the debating club the ad¬
visers have been: 1928-31, Mrs. Margaret
Curry, and 1930-31, Professor B. R. Brazeal.
These (dubs continue to sponsor the Emanci¬
pation Day celebration and have come to be




The earliest Spelman student publication
of which we have any record is The Athen¬
aeum. This paper was published monthly by
the graduates and students of Atlanta Bap¬
tist College, now Morehouse College, and of
Spelman Seminary. Mr. John A. Mason and
Miss Claudia White (Mrs. Kemper Harreld)
were the first student editors. Mr. J. W.
Hubert and Miss Clara Howard were alumni
editors for the year 1901, according to the
May, 1901, issue, from which we quote. From
the beginning Mr. Benjamin G. Brawley, as
foreman of the college printing office, had
charge of the publishing.
When Spelman Seminary became Spelman
College in 1924-1925 a Press Club was or¬
ganized to meet the need for a separate col¬
lege paper for Spelman. The purpose of the
new school paper was to reflect the student
life and opinion of Spelman students, just
as The Athenaeum had done for both grad¬
uates and students of Morehouse and Spel¬
man. Suggested by this idea of reflecting,
the name Campus Mirror was given to the
new paper and Miss Mattie B. Harper was
the first editor.
The first issues of the Campus Mirror
varied from six to eight pages and were
mimeographed by the students. As the de¬
mand for the paper increased it was neces¬
sary for the staff, after the fifth number,
to send it to a printer for publication. Then
the paper assumed the appearance of a book¬
let about 6x8 inches. To the delight of the
readers the printed copies were easier to read
than the mimeographed ones. To the hard





“.June, 1888- Tin* annual meeting of the
V. M. ('. A. of Atlanta Baptist Seminary
and the V. \Y. (’. A. of Spelman oceurred
on the evening of May 12th. Interesting re¬
ports were given by char men of the several
committees, which showed that earnest work
had been done and plans for a greater use¬
fulness were being made. Mr. Woods White,
of Atlanta, gave a very into esting add ess."
October, 1919—The Y. W. A., of which
Miss Myrtle I). Hull is President, gave a
Meet Kneh Other Social on Friday even ng,
October 4th, in the Chapel. There was a
good program; then came the social. From
the chatter that followed they seemed to
have become acquainted. It was a happy
time.
May, 1924—Mrs. 11. R. Butler has been
signally honored by being appointed a mem¬
ber of the committee on the report of the
National Board, at the recent National Con¬
vention of the Y. \Y. C. A. At the same
convention Miss Emma McAllister, class '25,
was elected First Vice-President.
August, 1928—Yliss Gaston Bradford, a
council member of the Southern region, re¬
cently attended the National Executive Con¬
ference in Kalamazoo, Mich. Miss Bradford
will begin her work as co-chairman of the
Southern region in September.
June, 1929—Miss Irene Dobbs was re¬
cently elected tbe fraternal delegate from the
Negro division of the Southern Regional
Conference to the Blue Ridge Division, which
meets in Blue Ridge, N. C.
March, 1930—The Industrial Group of the
Y. W. C. A., of which Elise Oliver is
chairman, conducted a tour of the Negro
business section of our city. About thirty
girls availed themselves of this opportunity.
April, 1930—As a representative-at-large
of the Southern Regional Council, Elnora M.
Janies, President of the Y. W\ C. A., at¬
tended the National Y. AY. C. A. Convention,
which was held in Detroit, Mich.
June, 1930—Spelman’s Y. AY. C. A. was
represented at the recent Southern Regional
Confeience at Kings Mountain by Elnora
M. James.
February, 1931—Misses Frances Gallier,
Juanita Jernigan, Mabel Dockett, and Elnora
James were the delegates from Spelman at
the State Y. W. C. A. Conference at Fort
Valley High and Industrial, Fort Valley, Ga.
March 5, 1931—The Christian World Edu¬
cation Commission of the Y. NY. C. A., spon¬
sored an international dinner in the students’
dining hall, with representatives from five
nations present.
April, 1931 Sunrise Easter worship on
the steps of Sisters Chapel was sponsored by
the Program Committee of the Y. W. C. A.
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Quality Street
Luoille Dillon, High School
The seniors of the Atlanta University
Laboratory High School upheld the tra¬
dition of the seniors of the High School of
Spelman College by presenting, on April
4th, 1931, Quality Street, a four-act play,
by Sir James Barrie.
Interpretation on the part of all ap¬
proached 100 per cent. Beatrice Brock as
the heart-broken, but courageous, Phoebe
Throsscll, and Russell Simmons, as the dash¬
ing, military Y alentine Brown, contributed
moments of superior acting. Much of the
comic element and great suspense were added
to the scenes by Allegra Moore and Thelma
Fuller in the roles of the Misses Willoughby
and by Elizabeth Woodall as Yliss Turnball.
These amiable women had too much
neighborly curiosity for the comfort of Miss
Susan Throssell (Patsy Graves).
The character portrayal of Yliss Susan
Throssell, rendered by Patsy Graves, was of
superior quality. She truly was the typical
nervous, conscientious teacher Avho, in her
attempts to sustain her high social standing,
brought moments of uncontrollable laughter
to the audience.
A true representation of the maid Patsy,
who had been in the family so long that she
ruled the Ylisses Throssell, was given by
Juanita Jameson. Giles Bough, as Ensign
Blades, a former student of the Throssells,
grown to manhood, gave a sympathetic
interpretation. His slightly jealous and
haughty fiancee, Charlotte Parret, was por¬
trayed by Blakie Farmer.
This play was directed by Yliss Julia Pate,
and the performers showed the results of
Yliss Pate’s excellent direction.
Student Publication
(Continued from Page 7)
working staff this improvement was indeed
a credit. They were able to put pictures of
campus and buildings in the paper. Now
they could speak of the Campus YIirror
with a reasonable amount of justifiable
pride.
In the fall of 1927 the Campus YIirror
was changed to the present size. During the
year 1929-1930 a twelve-page paper was
published, but financial shortages compelled
the business manager to limit the paper to
eight pages as a rule. However, the quality
of the material lias remained up to standard
through careful guidance of our faculty ad¬
visers, Miss Winifred Dunbrach at the be¬
ginning, and now Yliss Yi. Ylae Neptune.
In the Founder’s Day exhibit there was a
display of Campus Mirrors to show their
record of the last seven of Spelman’s golden
years.
WEST END AMERICAN
THE VERY BEST IN
Shoe Repairing and Dry Cleaning
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
QUICK DELIVERY—GIVE US A RING
835 GORDON STREET, S. W.
Opposite Hazel Baking Co.
RA. 2777 J. R. BARRON & SON
Spelman's Benefactors
Frankie Butler, ’33
The noble purpose, the clear vision and
even the faith of Yliss Packard and Yliss
Giles might all have gone down in failure
many such undertakings have had they not
found a person who was willing to fit the
necessary funds and business advice to their
purpose. It was an hour big with far-
reaching purpose in that prayer meeting in
Cleveland, Ohio, when Ylr. John I). Rocke¬
feller heard the earnest pleas for the needs
of Negro women and began a response that
has continued to this day.
When Miss Packard and Yliss Giles re¬
turned to Atlanta, they received the sum of
$500 with greetings from the donor to them¬
selves and to their students. In 1884 Mr. and
Mrs. Rockefeller with two of their children
and YIrs. Spelman, mother of Mrs. Rocke¬
feller, while making a tour of the South,
stopped at Spelman to see how the little
school was progressing. None of the family
had seen the school before this time, and,
while they had cherished a genuine interest
in it, their ideas of it had been rather vague.
Upon this visit the eagerness of the girls and
their interest in all that goes to make up
clean, wholesome living and a fine kind of
home life awakened in the Rockefeller family
a sense of the bigness and the worthiness of
the problems undertaken by the two teachers.
The visitors left with a determination to aid
in the maintenance of the school and with a
real interest in the individual students. YIrs.
Spelman and YIrs. Rockefeller kept up a reg¬
ular correspondence with a number of the
girls.
Mr. Rockefeller not only gave large sums
of money to the school, but was the constant
adviser of Yliss Packard and Yliss Giles, giv¬
ing them in their early struggle the benefit
of his practical knowledge of management.
His interest in the personal welfare of the
girls led him to advise the building of a sub¬
stantial brick laundry for them, to which he
gave the most of the funds. When Union
Hall was burned and the school was in dire
need of additional buildings, money came
from an anonymous donor for the building
of Giles Hall. The funds for building the
other brick structures have come almost
wholly from the Rockefeller family. Valuable
and needed as these gifts have been, yet more
than the gifts is cherished the spirit in
which they have come, for with each contri¬
bution, whether material or spiritual, made
by the Spelman-Rockefeller family, one can
feel the warmth of tenderness, the human
love of these people pulsating and enriching
the souls of the members of the Spelman
student family.
In John I). Rockefeller II, Spelman has
found as true a friend as in his parents. The
love of this family for the school that they
have cherished had fitting expression on the
occasion of its Fiftieth Anniversary when
they sent as their repre>entative John D.
Rockefeller III. The grandson brought greet¬
ings and messages from both his father and
his mother to the faculty and students, with
the hope that what the first fifty years have
brought may be perpetuated.
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The Sunset of Monarchy
Marjorie A. Stewart, ’32
The Spelman students heard a scholarly
lecture on The Sunset of Monarchg, deliv¬
ered by Guglielmo Ferrero, the historian.
Some outstanding ideas were:
The period, 1014-1918, is made significant
by the fact that at the end of that time
monarchy, after a reign of 2500 years, saw
the overthrow of the last of its strongholds.
The eyes of the peoples of the world, more
than ever before, were turned toward Democ¬
racy—a Democracy which is displayed by the
Republic of France, the Limited Monarchy
of Great Britain, and the Republic of the
United States. Those countries which are
now governed by socialist groups—as Russia
under the Soviets—are passing through a
transition period to real Democracy.
Jt is interesting to note, however, that
inasmuch as the masses are allowed to be
inert, are governed with little or no action
on their part, the monarchy still exists in
some countries. The error of the three Demo¬
cratic governments above named lies in the
fact that they have failed to render neces¬
sary assistance which would enable the
younger republics to become firmly estab¬
lished. As a result, these weaker govern¬
ments have for thirteen years been in a large
measure feeling their way, gradually, incor¬
porating in their political organs some of
those elements found to be suited to their
race, language, and religion and some ele¬
ments without which the governments Avould
have developed more rapidly.
T. E. LAUGHRIDGE
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Through the Ages
Addie Harris, '31
Through the ages the children have come.
They come and go, and the sounds of their
feet are heard no more. They make new
tracks on the shores of life. They make
rough ways smooth for the feet of those
who follow. They come and go and the
sounds of their feet are heard no more.
Sounds of other feet are heard, first faintly,
then as the rumble of thunder. Tt is the
feet of their children and of their children’s
children. They come, stop to worship at the
feet of the shrine, then pass on.
Through the ages they have come seeking
light, a lamp to light their wav through
dark ignorance. Not for themselves alone
they come, but for others. Their prayers
have been that of Solomon. “Give, there¬
fore, thy servant an understanding heart to
judge thy people, that I mav discern between
(rood and bad, for who is able to judge
this, thy so great a people?” Not for riches
or power did they come, but for understand¬
ing. the understanding that taught the way
of life.
Through the ages this prayer has come.
“O Holy Mother, Spelman beloved, accept
us as true daughters. Make us children of
thine. Allow us to worship at the shrine,
and we will praise thy name in all the
earth. Thus, we, thy children, pray.”
A Welcome Visitor
Lucia Griffin, ’31
Mr. Channing Tobias, of the Y. M. C. A.,
of New York City, spoke at the chapel
service on March 24. He had been delayed
in Atlanta by illness, and having spent sev¬
eral days in MacYiear Infirmary, felt well
acquainted with the campus customs and at¬
mosphere.
He spoke of how the campus had attracted
him in his going to and from the several
buildings. The stately trees seemed to have
whispered words of greeting to him as he
passed, and he seemed especially interested
in the two peach trees that had sent forth
their blossoms prematurely because of the
hot water pipes running close to their roots.
Air. Tobias then told of the way he had
been impressed with the attitude of the stu¬
dents toward one another, but most of all
with the teacher-student attitude. He said
that the time is fast passing when the atti¬
tude of the teacher is one which seems to
say, “You are a student; 1 am a teacher.
Certain barriers lie between us that cannot
be crossed by either one of us.” Instead, he
said that he found here a willingness on the
part of each to meet the other half way.
They, it seems, have discovered that there is
something each may learn of and share with
the other.
Mr. Tobias bade us God speed and ex¬
tended a hearty welcome to any Spelman
teacher or student, who may be in New York
to come into his office for a friendly chat
or for any advice or service he may be able
to give.
Florence Matilda Read
President of Spelman College, 19.27—.
Athletic Meet
Sylvia McMillan, ’33
The annual Gymnasite Meet of the Physi¬
cal Education Departments of Spelman
College and Atlanta University Laboratory
High School was held Friday afternoon,
April 10th. in the Morehouse College Gym
nasium. It was the opening fete of the Fif¬
tieth Anniversary exercises of Spelman Col¬
lege.
Both teams, the College and the High
School, were bubbling over with enthusiasm.
There were forty girls from each department
on the mimetic team. The following exer¬
cises were characteristically represented: see¬
saw, prone-fall, swimming, paddling, diving,
baseball, and breathing.
There were twenty girls from each depart¬
ment on the apparatus team. On the vault¬
ing horse the feats of the afternoon were
the squat vault and right rear vault, while
on the vaulting box the feats were the face
vault, left rear vault, and the thrilling hand¬
stand.
Excitement ran high, for the question was,
from which department shall the winner of
the Loving Cup come? The High School an¬
swered the question, but not because of the
lack of competition. Never before have the
scores of I lie winners been a matter of tenths
of points. The points ran thus: College,
Jean Taylor, (it).7; High School, Anna Reed,
69.8; winner of the cup, Ruth Westmore¬
land, 70.7. The three in line for honorable
mention were Edith Moore, 21 points; Mar¬
guerite Walker, 27 points; Marguerite Tay
lor, 31 points.
The pianist of tin* afternoon was Beatrice
Brock, a High School student. The judges
were Mr. Mike Chambers and Mr. George
Griffin, of Georgia Tech, and Mr. Ralph
Fitts, of Emorv University.
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College Morning
Francks Calmer, ’.'11
Satuiday mo.ning, April 11, of Spelnmn’s
Fiftieth Anniversary was known as College
Morning; the program, which was submitted
by Naomah Williams in the program con¬
test and which won first pri/.e, was unique
in the order and in the content of the num¬
bers. It bewail with College h'clioes of famil¬
ial' hymns and school songs in a medley as a
prelude to the program and continued with
every number played in a keenly interesting
and thoughtful manner. This set the tone
and mood for the impressive numbers which
were given by students and by President
Head, and indeed for the entire day. The
Lord’s Prayer Chant, 0, Jesus, l Have
Promised, followed the prelude.
‘‘I he Historical Sketch of Spelman,’’ given
by Carrie Louise* Adams; “A Student Looks
at College,” by Mabel Christie Duckett, and
“Spelman's Daughters,” the three numbers
by Spelman students, appeal' in this issue of
1 hi-; Campus Mirror. Following a college
song, words and music by Carol Valeria
Blanton, '33, were greetings from students of
other colleges. Since Atlanta and vicinity is
it. center for numbers of educational institu¬
tions which have as their purpose the build¬
ing of strong creative forces for humanity,
as an indication of the spirit of good-will
there were greetings, most hearty and genu¬
ine, from Agnes Scott College and More¬
house College by members of the senior class
of each institution: Miss Cornelia Wallace,
from Agnes Scott, and Mr. George Crockett,
from Morehouse.
Music, which was interspersed with the
numbers, was: Melody by the Spelman Quar¬
tette, Somebody's Knocking at Tour Door;
Solo, The Star, by Bessie Helena Mayle;
College Song—words by Ida Louise Miller
and music by Josephine Harreld.
As a fitting climax to the students’ pro¬
gram, President Florence M. Bead spoke in
reverent tones of how the hand of God
seemed to he in the development of this in¬
stitution and in the way things are working
out. A spiritual, I'll Never Give My Journey
Over, and John Runyan's Pilgrim were cited
as significant and expressive of the spirit
which does and must continue to live in
Spelman College.
The manner with which Margaret Johnson
presided and introduced each speaker with





You will find always the best
grocery values—plus courte¬
ous service and full apprecia¬
tion of your patronage.
Scene from Pageant Showing Miss Packard, Miss Giles, and Miss Tanley
The Spirit of the Fiftieth
Celebration
Jule Clayton, ’34
‘‘Which hall is Rockefeller?” from a
strange lady, just arrived for the fiftieth
anniversary celebration at Spelman.
“Second hall on the left, madam,” this
courteous reply from a guide, stationed near
the Ella Street entrance to campus.
Thus, at every vantage place, there Avas a
girl to direct A?isitors to desired points and
to exhibit the true Spelman spirit of help¬
fulness and service.
Never Avere visitors ushered into a more
true atmosphere of Avelcome than was abroad
at Spelman last week. As early as Tuesday
one might see a long line of smiling freshmen
moving to the rooms of their “sisters” in
Morehouse North and South.
“We IniA’e to move from Packard so that
our rooms may be made ready for visitors,”
smiles a little freshman.
“Yes,” replies a teacher, ‘Gve too must
moA’e to Giles today so that Bessie Strong
may be made ready for visitors. We are very
much pleased Avitli the spirit of the students.”
Girls Avere easily secured who gladly Avaited
on the guests at dinner, but the guests Avere
all very fond of cafeteria sendee.
Guests were registered at each meal. They
were also supposed to register on arrival
in one of the Rockefeller Hall offices. One
hundred and fifty guests Avere recorded in
the Rockefeller office, among whom Avere
I).'. Julian Lewis, speaker for Founder’s
Day; Dr. Rush Rhees, of Rochester, N. Y.,
and Mrs. A. E. Reynolds, for whom Reynolds
Cottage was named. Many others registered
and a feAv left no record of attendance.
Observance of the Fiftieth
Anniversary
As a tribute to their Alma Mater on its
fiftieth anniversary the members of the At¬
lanta Spelman Club presented The Kingdom
of Light, a pageant, on March 27, 1931. The
audience in Howe Memorial Hall AATas im¬
pressed Avith the theme of the pageant: the
passing out of the Prince of Darkness and
the entrance of the Queen of Light. The
unique costumes and the clever acting of a
group of little boys and girls added a touch
of charm to the pageant.
Spelman sets out on her second fifty years
Avith banners Avaving and service as her
Avatchword. May the centennial be as gala
a celebration as the fiftieth anniversary has
been.
Exhibit of Achievements
Mamie Alice Bynes, ’33
Perhaps the greatest asset to the recent
celebration was the exhibit showing princi¬
pally the work of the Spelman alumnae.
Hundreds were thrilled by this showing,
which verified all statements of approval
and praise of the achievements of the grad¬
uates and students.
The graduates themselves supplied the
most impressive part of the exhibit in a
room which held the portraits of classes from
1883 until the present, with their stalwart
leaders, Miss Giles and Miss Packard, as
centers of interest. Surrounding and among
these were pictures of buildings and grounds
in the early years and now.
From the graduates to their works: This
was similar in effect to a progressive story
or a moving picture, for in the next room
the graduates who had just been seen in
photograph were seen again as heads of
every vocation that is commonly pursued.
The teaching profession probably ranked
highest in number, but even this Avas por¬
trayed in various independent and appealing
ways. The work of the rural Spelman
teacher, who has “a loyal scorn for second
best”, places her in a high unit of effi¬
ciency. This was seen in her display of school
projects, from the kindergarten to the junior
high school, usually the limit of her curricu¬
lum. They included drawing, painting, sew¬
ing, millinery, flower-making, and furniture
arrangement; also literary projects, includ¬
ing English, history, penmanship, and music.
The city teacher's, who represent most of
Spelman’s teaching alumnae, include found¬
ers of schools, principals of elementary and
secondary schools, and college teachers, who
are to be found in varying numbers in every
State in the Union. Their work was also in
project form, showing the excellent skill of
their students. Tapestry, etching, and en¬
graving were added to the other handicraft
arts. In the industrial schools the develop¬
ment of industry is foremost; among them
are farm work, cattle and poultry raising,
trade work for boys, and canning, domestic
science, and art for girls.
Next to the number of teachers ranked
those who are in the business world; insur¬
ance managers, stenographers, and chieftains
of industrial movements are the most com¬
mon. Many are stationed as the heads of pri¬
vate concerns: hospitals, nurses’ homes, or¬
phans’ homes, beauty culture shops, music,
and fine art studios.
Quite distinct from anything yet men¬
tioned is the achievement of the Spelman
missionaries in Africa. They are responsible
for the emancipation, civilization, and edu¬
cation of hundreds of Africans, and also for
the rise of schools to substantiate their work.
The economic status of many of the grad¬
uates is shown in their comfortable, beauti¬
ful, and even elaborate homes and other
buildings for private business.
The remainder of the alumnae, it seems,
have become the wives and assistants of men
in business and religious enterprises and
presidents and superintendents of schools.
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All who were accounted for made worthy
contributions to the exhibit.
The present Spelman. through all of its
departments, exhibited the work of students
and prospective alumnae. The Latin classes
presented Rome, old and new, including all
social customs, development and fame of this
ancient city. They used non schola sed vita
discimus as their motto. The science depart¬
ment showed drawings and specimens pre¬
served by students, aside from the biological
museum material. Chemistry students showed
the results of experiments, and true set-ups
of apparatus in readiness for other experi¬
ments. English, education, music, French,
and mathematics departments exhibited their
work through notebooks, posters, and graphs.
The Campus Mirror, first published in
1924, showed a record for each publication
since that time. Special mention should be
made of the pieces of modeling by Jean Tay¬
lor and the drawings and English posters
by Doris Murphy, Erostine Coles, Lottie
Lyons, and Margey Wheeler. The exhibit
of the Home Economics Department made a
lasting impression on all who saw it. The
foods classes illustrated all the articles of
diet and their food values, besides a passing
parade of vegetables and the significance of
each, illustrated by Cora Douthard. An in¬
viting and appetizing table Avas set in readi¬
ness for a luncheon. The clothing department
had a display of garments and work from
various classes in applied art. The directors
of the Nursery School held open house dur¬
ing the three days, shoAving the working and
explaining the aim of this department.
To the hundreds avIio saw it, the exhibit
means a picture of the achieA’ements of Spel¬
man stamped indellibly upon the memory.
President Read s Reception
The reception to delegates, alumnae, and
other guests, which Avas given by President
Florence M. Read at her residence, Friday
evening, April 10, following the alumnae
program, Avas a very beautiful and unique
affair, and many guests AATere present.
The artistic decorating of the house in
spring colors of green, Avhite, and pink, AAras
planned by Miss Kugel, assisted by Mrs.
Francis. President Read Avore an attractive
gown of Avhite and green, and carried the
beautiful pink roses that had been presented
to her by the alumnae earlier in the
evening.
In the receiving line with Miss Read Avere
M iss Eakin, Student Adviser, Miss Rocke¬
feller, and Mrs. Arnett.
Among the guests present were Mr. John
D. Rockefeller TIT; trustees of Spelman Col¬
lege, Mr. William T. Jerome and Mr. Trevor
Arnett, with Mrs. Arnett; Mr. Jackson
Davis, of the General Education Board; Mr.
Julian LeAvis, of the Faculty of Medicine,
University of Chicago; Mr. Dean Sage, of
Yale University; President John Hope, of
Atlanta University, with Mrs. Hope, and Mr.
S. IT. Archer, Acting President of More¬
house College, with Mrs. Archer.
Dainty refreshments of ice cream, petits-
feurs, candy, nuts, and coffee Avere served
in the dining room.
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A Mount Holyoke Faculty
Notice
(Received in the mail on April 20, 1931)
Friday and Saturday of this Aveek, deans
of two colleges for Negro Avomen Avill be
here as guests of the Christian Association,
Miss Cuthbert, of Taladega College, in Ala¬
bama, and Miss McGhee, of Spelman College,
in Georgia, aaJio will read poetry Friday
afternoon at frie o’clock in South Rocke¬
feller Parlor. In the evening, at 8:00 o’clock,
in the NeAv York Room, Miss McGhee aauII
discuss current economic and political prob¬
lems among Negroes. Saturday morning,
from ten until tAvelve, in South Rockefeller
Parlor, there will be a discussion on
“Propaganda”, led by Miss Cuthbert.
All interested students and faculty mem¬
bers are im-ited to attend any and all of
these groups.
Phone Raymond 0246
And We Will Send For It
West End
Dry Cleaning Co.
795 Gordon St., SAY. Phone Ra. 0246
We operate our own plant
LADIES' COATS & DRESSES
Dry Cleaned
2 for $1.00
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Sunday Morning
Alpha Talley, '33
After the hurry and hustle of Friday and
Saturday, the devotional exercise led by Rev.
Howard Thurman, Sunday morning, April
12th, was like an oasis in a burning desert.
The quiet, reverent service, so impressive in
its sincerity and simplicity, was very much
appreciated and was helpful to all. The
music from the quartette, obscure in the
balcony, the soft melodies of the pipe organ,
the stirring chords of Rachmaninov’s Prelude
iu (' Slim■)> Minor and the beautiful reading
selections of the program tended to create
an atmosphere of happiness and thanksgiv¬
ing for the joys and beauties of life, for
Spelman’s fiftieth birthday and, above all,
for the knowledge of a Supreme Being who
made all things good.
Greetings came to Spelman, April 15th,
from Miss Miriam Carpenter of Wheaton
College, through Miss Anna Lomas of the
American Alumni Council. We are always
happy to hear from Miss Carpenter, for,
since her year with us, 1927-28, we feel that
she is one of our best friends. Miss Lomas
was accompanied by her mother.
Spelman College
(Continued from Page 5)
Spelman, with her well-equipped science de¬
partments, attractive nursery school, theater,
cafeteria, and library, is just now on the
dawn of a greater and richer era of growth.
May she stand forever, and may she be a
monument of pure, capable, and tender wom¬
anhood throughout the ages. By the soft
melodies of morning preludes on the pipe
organ in Sisters Chapel, or in some other
favorite abode of thought, let her daughters
resolve to make Spelman’s standards their
own and to keep her banner of blue and
white, the emblem of truth and purity, al¬
ways afloat.
Contact








To be conducted in June by
Atlanta Life Insurance
Company
148 Auburn Avenue, N. E.
Atlanta, Georgia
To Spelman
(On Her Fiftieth Anniversary)
Frances Collier, ’31
A broad, vast stretch—
Figures, groping, praying;
Kept alive only by faith and hope;
Suddenly, a light
Borne from somewhere in the distance;
Very faint, yet still a light, drawing closer
and closer,
Slowly, even sometimes more slowly still,
Till almost extinct, its destination reached.
But look!—’tis not yet sufficient.
A vaster, broader stretch—
More figures, groping, praying;
Now tenaciously alive by faith and hope.
Ah! an answer! Yes, a gleam here and there,
Love, determination, eagerness, interest—
Sometimes flickering, yet at all times
struggling.
As if vying with hope in holding its own.
Now more gleams, still brighter hopes
Till, at last, a united effort, a decided glow
-—A flame!
It is Mother Truth—she can never be con¬
sumed,
Figures, her daughters, catch each ray she
sheds and
She lives! she grows—ever brighter, ever
longer—-
Till now, in the fullness of her strength, she
stands
A golden flame!
’Tis Spelman, her daughters, torchbearers all!
Max Yergan
Mr. Max Yergan was the speaker at Ves¬
per Service, Sunday afternoon, March 22nd,
in Sisters Chapel. Mr. Yergan is doing con¬
spicuous Avork as Foreign Secretary of the
Y. M. C. A. for the continent of Africa. He
has done much through his thorough study
of the social and economic conditions in
bringing about better race relationships be-
tAveen the natives and foreigners of South
Africa.
Dr. Herrick at Vespers
ReAT. Everett Carleton Herrick, D.D.,
LL.D., President of NeAvton Theological In¬
stitution, spoke at the Anniversary Vesper
Service in Sisters Chapel Sunday night,
April 12th.
Mr. Herrick illustrated how Mary and
Martha demonstrate the Fine Arts and
Domestic Science.
He further stated that the business of ad-
vertising is to make us want things Ave do
not need. If Ave had all the money back we
spend on our Avants, the hard times, for us,
Avould be 0Arer. The real purpose of educa¬
tion is to make people conscious of their
needs; this is also the purpose of religion.
From the religious side Ave always need to
repent.
Reverend Herrick is a man of deep in¬
sight and Avit. Spelman Avas indeed honored
to have him on such an occasion.
Founders Day Exercises
Marjorie A. Stewart, ’32
President Rush Rlioes of the University of
Rochester, in the Founder’s Day sermon,
Sunday, April 12, 1931, pointed out that
action without a sense of its significance
fails to enable one to reap the ultimate good.
St. Paul, although a strict adherent to form
and ritual, realized, while persecuting the
Christians, that there was present in their
religious experience a basic element Avhich
enabled them to live more fully, although a
race in submission to a foreign power, than
he an orthodox -Jew. In the last analysis,
doing, rather than saying, counts perma¬
nently. The Christians knew how to live.
In our present-day life it is essential that
Ave make our growth tAvo-fold—intellectual
and religious—ahvays striving to be fully
aAvare of the remote spiritual significance of
our thoughts and acts.
Das Deutsche Abendbrot
Friday, April 10th, at 5:00 o’clock, the
first-year German class presented Das
Deuhtsche Abendbrot, a clever play in Ger¬
man, Avhich embodied dramatizations from
Not Without Laughter, by Langston Hughes.
The play Avas arranged, cast, and directed
by Miss Marion Wilson, instructor in Ger¬
man for Spelman and Morehouse Colleges,
and did much credit to the enthusiastic in¬
structor and her students.
Artist: Do you require that your portrait
be done in oil?
Mr. Moneybags : Done in oil! What d’yer
take me for—a sardine?
Phone Ivy 8760 — Res. Hu. 8005-J
Silver Moon Barber Shop
ALEX HARVEY, Prop.
Where the Promise Is Performed
A TRTAL WILL CONVINCE YOU
Z23 Auburn Avenue, N.E.
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